
ROCKLAND RV AND 
TRAILER SALES 

Information from the manufacturer 
Our trailers are all tube. The main frame walls and roof are 

all on 16" o/c. All wiring is in the frame. All lighting is 
L.E.D. Standard 3500lb Dexter axles, galvanized wheels and 
radial tires. Our flooring is the last thing to be put in for ease 
of replacement which no other company considers. All of our 
frames are rubber coated not  painted. We do a one piece roof 

and screwless exterior sides. 
 

Rockland RV says… 
We don't sell in stock models 

We sell quality custom made trailers 
Built for your needs, 

One at a time.  

 We have a variety of different door systems, and will custom design 
the entry and exit doors to suit your needs. 

 We also offer a variety of heights and widths and will be more than 
happy to sit down and custom design a trailer for you! 

 These units are 100% Canadian made in Ontario and true northern 
quality and spirit is built into each unit. 

 If you have an idea – we will make it happen from design through the 
building process including the finished product. 

 We have a graphics design company that can create any idea or theme 
that you would like to project and advertise on the trailer. 

 We also offer a wide range of solar products that we sell in tandem 
with trailers – to make providing power a reality even in the most re-
mote areas. 

 I decided to sell these trailers after buying one myself. 
 This is the best built trailer that I have purchased and it was built to 

my specifications and I got exactly what I paid for. 
 
Rockland RV Trailer Sales Mission Statement 
“If you are shopping based on price only, we don’t sell prices. 
If you are shopping for a top quality product, you will get it 

here at a fair price. We only sell custom built trailers—one at 
a time, old school and built to last 

 
4157 Hwy 28 N, Youngs Point, ON  

Please visit our website 
www.productmover.com 

To see this product and many others please 
Email:   info@productmover.com 

INTRODUCING 



 If you are looking for a cookie cutter trailer that you see all over 
Ontario then we are not the company you are looking for.   

 If you are looking for the same quality and finish of most trailers 
that are for sale then we are not the company you are looking for. 

 If you are looking to purchase a trailer in stock, where the options 
may not be exactly what you want or need, we are not the company 
you are looking for 

 If you need to make a purchase immediately for a certain job, we 
do not stock trailers so we are not the company you are looking for 

 
As we all know, there are different levels of trailers that people are 

looking for and the reason they need it; if you are looking for a 
top quality build, head and shoulders above the rest then WE 
ARE the company you are looking for! 

 If you are looking for top notch quality with innovative technology 
built in, then we are the company you should be dealing with. 

 If you are looking to purchase a trailer to use long term we build 
the quality in that you are looking for. 

 It is simple…we custom build trailers one at a time to suit your 
needs.  Not ours! 

We can custom build ANY design that you are looking for 

 We specialize in custom built event trailers, concession trailers, 
horse trailers, enclosed car haulers, open car hauler, utility trailer, and cus-
tom made construction trailers. …and YES we do manufacture cargo trail-
ers as well. 
 Some options available: 

Interior finish 
Smooth sided plywood 
BC fir 

 We will complete the ceiling as well as the walls and floor if required 
 We have white spoked rims, aluminum rims, or chrome rims depend-

ing on your requirements. 
 We build 7ft to 8.5ft wide units up to 32ft long! 

16 inch centres and rubber coated frame work 

Bill’s Custom made to order trailer! 


